
SAMPLE QUESTIONS   GRADE 3 - 4 ( CATEGORY 3) 

 

 

ENGLISH QUESTIONS 

1.Choose the right conjunction. 

We will stay at home and won’t go to the 

park _______ it’s raining. 

 

A) but         B) so    

C) and       D) because 

 

2.Choose the correctly punctuated 

sentence:  

We had a great time in France the kids 

really enjoyed it.  

A) We had a great time in France: the kids 

really enjoyed it.      

B) We had a great time in France. The kids 

really enjoyed it. 

C) We had a great time in France, the kids 

really enjoyed it. 

D) We, had a great time in France…. the 

kids really enjoyed it…. 

 

3.What’s this?   

 

 

 

 

 

A) jumper    

B) hoodie  

C) sweatshirt  

D) blouse 

 

4.Read the given sentence and spot the 

pronoun:  

    We had pizza for lunch. 

 

A) we   B) had  

C) pizza  D) for 

 

5.Fill the gap with a suitable option:  

Have you _________ wanted to run away 

from all your problems? 

 

A) sometimes B) so  

C) ever  D) often 

6.Fill the gaps with the correct tense 

form: 

Sam ______that he _________his 

homework. 

A) said, was doing  

B) said, is doing  

C) said, does  

D) say, do 

 

7.Choose the correct option. 

Wheat and barley are common ________.  

 

 

 

 

 

A) cereals  B) sereals  

C) cereels  D) serials 

 

8.How do we call a baby horse? 

 

A) foal  B) mare  

C) horsey  D) pony 

 

9.Which option is NOT an example of 

homophones? 

 

A) cite-site  B) hole-whole  

C) rain-reign D) dare-dear 

 

10.Identify the correct question for the 

given answer: 

 This car is mine. 

 

A) Who is in the car?  

B) Who’s car is this?  

C) Whose car is this?  

D) Which car is that? 

 

11.Cross the odd one out. 

 

A) tigress B) queen  

C) hen D) king 
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ENGLISH QUESTIONS 

12.Make a word meaning To Make a 

Journey with these letters: 

 LTAEVR  

A) ELVTAR B) TRAVEL  

C) RIVER  D) WATER 

 

13.Put the words in the correct order to 

make a sentence: 

tomorrow / break / hope / at / a / I / exam 

/you / leg / your 

 

A) Tomorrow you hope I break your leg at 

a exam 

B) I hope you break your leg at exam 

tomorrow. 

C) I hope you break a leg at your exam 

tomorrow. 

D) Tomorrow I break your leg at a exam, 

you hope. 

 

14.The soup tastes _______.  

A) nice  B) nicely  

C) well  D) amazingly 

 

15.Which word DOES NOT collocate 

with CAR? 

 

A) drive  B) ride  

C) electric  D) cable 

 

16.Which item are you UNLIKELY TO 

USE when cooking?  

 

A) comb  B) pan  

C) spoon  D) knife 

 

17.Choose the best word to describe how 

he feels.  

 

 

 

 

A) disgusted B) thirsty 

C) scared  D) excited 

18.Choose the best answer. 

- Sorry, I don’t understand you.  

 

A) -What does it mean? 

B) I don’t know. 

C) Let me explain. 

D) Listen to me. 

 

19.Fill the gap with the right option for 

an English proverb. 

An apple a day keeps the _______ away. 

 

A) spider   B) teacher 

C) doctor   D) monster 

 

20.Choose the best option to complete the 

question. 

There is a new student in our class, 

_______ ? 

 

A) isn’t he?   B) isn’t she? 

C) is there?   D) isn’t there? 
 

21.Complete the sentence with the correct 

form of the verb in brackets. 

 

The children _______(be) at school now. 

Answer is : __________ 

Correct answer is:   

 

22.Complete the sentence with the correct 

form of the verb in brackets. 

 

Look! She _____________(take) pictures 

of us. 

Answer is : __________ 

Correct answer is:   

  

23.Complete the sentence with the correct 

form of the verb in brackets. 
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It is the ________(bad) day in my life 

because I failed my exam. 

Answer is : __________ 

Correct answer is:   

 

24.Unscramble the letters and write the 

name of a classroom object. 

 

________________ADROB 

Answer is : __________ 

Correct answer is:   

 

25.Complete the answer in the 

conversation. 

 

- Who speaks French in your class?  

- Sophie _________.  

Answer is : __________ 

Correct answer is:   
 

 

 


